Low profile circular loom

Abstract

In a circular loom a reed and at least one shuttle are arranged between an upper and a lower running ring of a machine frame. A rotor driving the shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about the rotor for shedding the warp threads, and tensioning means for the warp threads also are provided. A wave-like extending groove is provided in the outer side of the rotor and catch elements engage therein. The catch elements are connected with flexible bands or cords carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another. The bands or cords are deflected at least about upper deflection pulleys, the thread guiding organs coming to lie on opposite sides of the deflection pulley and the upper deflection pulley being at the height of the upper running ring. The distance between the upper and the lower running rings, as well as the maximum distance between the thread guiding organs at the deflected flexible band or cord, are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large to prevent a contact of the warp threads with the shuttle.
What we claim is:

1. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning means provided for said warp threads, the improvement comprising a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said groove, flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a lower deflection pulley for deflecting said endless loops, said upper deflection pulley being located at the height of said upper running ring, said thread guiding organs lying on opposite sides of said upper deflection pulley, and wherein the distance between said upper and said lower running rings as well as the maximum distance between said thread guiding organs on said deflected flexible means are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large so as to prevent a contact of said warp threads with said shuttle.

2. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, wherein said flexible means is comprised of a flexible band.

3. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, wherein said flexible means is comprised of a flexible cord.

4. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, wherein a plurality of flexible means are connected with one catch element.

5. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, further comprising a supporting body provided on said shuttle and carrying running rollers, said running rollers being fitted in between engaging surfaces of said upper and lower running rings, said upper and lower running rings accommodating the centrifugal force and supporting forces, and a catch roller fastened to said rotor in a freely rotatable manner for driving said shuttle.

6. A circular loom as set forth in claim 5, wherein each of said running rings has an approximately semicircular-arc-shaped section and each of said running rollers of said shuttle has an approximately quarter-circular-arc-shaped counter section corresponding to said semicircular-arc-shaped section, said counter section extending beyond the vertex of said semicircular-arc-shaped section of said running rings.

7. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, further comprising stops for indicating and controlling a warp thread breakage or a warp thread overtensioning, and wherein said tensioning means for said warp thread is designed as a leaf spring having an end stationarily fastened to said machine frame and a movable end, the movable portion of said leaf spring being movable between said stops, an eye being provided on said movable end for accommodating said warp thread.

8. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning means provided for said warp threads, the improvement comprising a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said groove, flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a lower deflection pulley for deflecting said endless loops, said upper deflection pulley being located at the height of said upper running ring, said thread guiding organs lying on opposite sides of said upper deflection pulley.

9. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning means provided for said warp threads, the improvement comprising catch element guiding means provided on the outer side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said catch element guiding means, flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a lower deflection pulley for deflecting said flexible means, said thread guiding organs lying on opposite sides of said upper deflection pulley, and wherein the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a circular loom comprising a machine frame including an upper and a lower running ring between which a reed and at least one shuttle are arranged, a rotor driving the shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about the rotor for shedding the warp threads, and tensioning means for the warp threads.

A circular loom of this kind is known from Austrian Pat. No. 363,873. The warp threads, for the formation of a shed, are guided by means of heddles, two heddles each being connected by a band on their ends. One of the bands is guided over an upper deflection pulley and the opposite band is guided over a lower deflection pulley.

It is a disadvantage of this known arrangement that the heddles necessitate a considerably great overall construction height of the circular loom, in particular an extension beyond the upper running ring. A further disadvantage is, despite the great construction height, the shed is insufficiently opened by the heddles for the passage of the shuttle, so that the shuttle itself must further open a shed when passing the same. The warp threads may thereby heat up due to the resulting friction, which is particularly disadvantageous when weaving synthetic threads. Thus, the production speed and the production output cannot exceed a certain level.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention aims at avoiding these disadvantages and difficulties, and has as an object to provide an improved circular loom of the initially defined kind by which a high production output is feasible. In particular, it is an object of the present invention to provide a low profile circular loom the height of which is determined substantially by the position of the upper running ring, a sufficiently widely opened shed being formed despite this comparatively smaller height than known arrangements so that a shuttle may be guided through the shed without sliding contact with the warp threads.

This object is achieved according to the invention by the combination of the following characteristic features:

(a) The harness comprises a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer side of the rotor and catch elements engaging in the groove, the catch elements being connected with flexible bands or cords carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another;

(b) the bands or cords are deflected at least about upper deflection pulleys, the thread guiding organs coming to lie on opposite sides of the deflection pulley, and the upper deflection pulley being at the height of the upper running ring; and

(c) the distance between the upper and the lower running rings, as well as the maximum distance between the thread guiding elements or organs at the deflected flexible band or cord, are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large to prevent a contact of the warp threads with the shuttle.

By attaching the thread guiding organs to the band, for instance by providing eyes, there is no need to use heddles. The deflection pulley thus may be arranged approximately at the height of the upper running ring. Despite this comparatively low construction height, a sufficiently widely opened shed may be formed. By arranging the thread eyes directly on the bands, the bulk of machine parts moving the warp threads is substantially reduced, which is of significance to the high speed, the quiet running and the noise level of the machine.

According to a preferred embodiment, the flexible band is guided only over an upper deflection pulley and is fastened to the stationary machine frame on an end opposite the catch element by means of a tension spring. According to a further advantageous embodiment the flexible band is formed into an endless loop, running over two deflection pulleys. Suitably, a plurality of flexible bands or cords are connected with one catch element. Advantageously, the shuttle comprises a supporting body carrying running rollers which are fitted between engaging surfaces of the upper and lower running rings, and the running rings accommodate the centrifugal force and supporting forces, and the shuttle is drivable by a catch roller freely rotatably fastened to the rotor. In order to keep the warp threads in a state as tensioned as possible for a good shedding, a thread breakage and overtensioning of a warp thread being noticeable, the tensioning means for the warp threads are designed as leaf springs stationarily fastened to the machine frame on one end and carrying an eye accommodating the warp thread on the other, movable end, the movable part being movable between stops indicating and controlling a thread breakage or overtensioning.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will now be explained in more detail by way of several embodiments, and with a reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic partially sectioned side view of a circular loom in accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detail of FIG. 1 on an enlarged scale;

FIG. 3 shows an alternative embodiment in an illustration analogous to FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a section taken along the line IV--IV of FIG. 2;

FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate a flexible band including thread guiding organs, FIG. 6 being a side view taken in the direction of the arrow VI of FIG. 5;
FIGS. 7 and 8, as well as FIGS. 9 and 10, and FIGS. 11 and 12 represent alternative embodiments of flexible bands in illustrations analogous to FIGS. 5 and 6, respectively;

FIGS. 13 and 14 illustrate the guidance of a shuttle, FIG. 14 being a side view taken in the direction of the arrow XIV of FIG. 13; and

FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate an alternative embodiment of a thread guiding organ, FIG. 15 being a side view and FIG. 16 being a sectional view taken along the line XVI–XVI of FIG. 15.

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

With reference first to FIG. 1, a circular loom in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention comprises a drivable rotor 2 rotatably mounted in a machine frame 1 and arranged below a stationary reed 3. The reed is delimited by an upper and a lower running ring 4, 5, respectively, along which at least one shuttle 6 is guided by means of running rollers 7.

For the formation of a shed 8 by the warp threads 9 a harness is arranged in a circle concentric to the rotor 2, which harness comprises a wave-like groove 10 provided in the outer side of the rotor 2 and catch elements 11 engaging in the groove and designed as sliding blocks. In order to minimize the friction between the catch elements 11 and the rotor, the catch elements 11 may comprise rotatable rollers 11’ inserted in the groove 10.

Each of the catch elements 11 carries a plurality of flexible bands 12 or cords, which are each guided over an upper 13 and a lower 14 deflection pulley rotatably mounted on the machine frame 1. Each catch element 11, for the purpose of an exactly vertical guidance, is guided along two guide rods 15 arranged parallel and vertical and penetrating the catch element 11, which guide rods are rigidly fastened to the machine frame 1.

To each band 12 thread guiding organs 16, for instance eyes, are fastened at a distance from one another, the passages 17 of the eyes 16 coming to lie on opposite side edges 18, 19 of each band 12 (cf. FIG. 5) so that the threads 9 can be threaded between neighboring bands fastened to the catch element at a distance 20 from one another. This effect is reached also by using cords in connection with special eyes that are designed in two parts and clippable to the cords (FIGS. 15, 16), by a slanted position of at least one deflection pulley 13, 14. By providing the eyes 16 on the bands, the need for rigid heddles is obviated, thus enabling a low construction height and a compact mode of construction. The distance of the eyes is chosen so large that with a maximally opened shed 8, as is illustrated in FIG. 2, the upper thread 9 contacts the upper running ring 4 and the lower thread 9 contacts the lower running ring 5. Thereby it is possible to move the shuttle 6 through the shed 8 without getting into contact with the warp threads 9.

The shuttle 6 comprises a supporting body 21 carrying the weft thread bobbin 22. The running rollers 7 are guided on the upper and lower running rings 4, 5 of the reed 3, each having a semicircular arc section. The counter sections of the running rollers are adapted to the semicircular arc sections of the running rings 4, 5 and are designed approximately quarter-circular-arc-shaped, extending beyond the vertex of the running ring section so that the running rollers 7 transmit both the centrifugal force and also supporting forces to the running rings, an outward tilting of the shuttle 6 in the idle state thus being prevented.

The drive of the shuttle 6 is effected by means of a catch roller 23 fastened to the rotor 2 in a freely rotatable manner, which contacts one of the running rollers 7 of the shuttle during rotation of the rotor.

FIG. 13 illustrates the passage of the shuttle 6 through the shed 8. It can be seen that the warp threads 9 are merely overrolled without any sliding movement, the friction between the warp threads 9 and the shuttle 6 as well as the warp threads 9 and the catch roller 23 thus being reduced to a minimum.

In FIGS. 7 and 8 a modified embodiment of the bands connected with a catch element 11 is shown. With this embodiment a cord 25 whose width corresponds to the width 24 of a catch element 11 is fastened to the catch element, which comprises slots 26 in the region of the shed 8 in order to enable the passage of the warp threads 9.

According to the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 3, 9 and 10, the cords 12 fastened to a catch element 11 are not designed to be endless, but each band 12’ is fastened to the machine frame 1, on its end 27 remote from the end connected with the catch element 11, by means of a spring 28. When moving the catch element 11 up and down, the bands 12’ are held under tension by the springs 28.

The further embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 12 also shows a band 25’, whose width corresponds to the width 24 of the catch element 11 and which is provided with slots 26 in the region where the eyes 16 are located, through which slots the warp threads 9 can pass. The end 29 of the band opposite the catch element again is designed in one part and fastened to the machine frame 1 by a single spring 30. For a better guidance of the non-endless bands 12’ and 25’ supporting rollers 31 are rotatably mounted on the machine frame 1 at a height slightly below the lower running ring 5.

The bands 12, 12’, 25, 25’ may be designed as flat belts, round belts, toothed belts, cords, etc.

The warp threads 9 are tensioned by tensioning means 32, which are designed as leaf springs, to form an optimum shed 8. These leaf springs on one end are fastened to a ring 33 fixedly mounted on the machine frame 1 and on their other end are provided with an eye 34, through which the warp threads 9 are guided. By fore- and backspringing of the leaf springs, the warp threads always remain in an optimally tensioned state. If a warp thread 9 tears, the leaf spring 32 springs outwardly until it contacts a fixed stop 35, which is designed as a ring concentric to the rotor 2. Thereby a contact is triggered, indicating the tearing of the thread. If the thread tension becomes too strong, the leaf spring 32 springs inwardly until it contacts a stop 36 provided between the leaf spring 32 and the reed 3 and also designed as a ring concentric to the rotor 2, also triggering an indicator.

* * * * *
ABSTRACT

In a circular loom a reed and at least one shuttle are arranged between an upper and a lower running ring of a machine frame. A rotor driving the shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about the rotor for shedding the warp threads, and tensioning means for the warp threads also are provided. A wave-like extending groove is provided in the outer side of the rotor and catch elements engage therein. The catch elements are connected with flexible bands or cords carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another. The bands or cords are deflected at least about upper deflection pulleys, the thread guiding organs coming to lie on opposite sides of the deflection pulley and the upper deflection pulley being at the height of the upper running ring. The distance between the upper and the lower running rings, as well as the maximum distance between the thread guiding organs at the deflected flexible band or cord, are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large to prevent a contact of the warp threads with the shuttle.
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LOW PROFILE CIRCULAR LOOM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a circular loom comprising a machine frame including an upper and a lower running ring between which a reed and at least one shuttle are arranged, a rotor driving the shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about the rotor for shedding the warp threads, and tensioning means for the warp threads.

A circular loom of this kind is known from Austrian Pat. No. 363,873. The warp threads, for the formation of a shed, are guided by means of heddles, two heddles each being connected by a band on their ends. One of the bands is guided over an upper deflection pulley and the opposite band is guided over a lower deflection pulley.

It is a disadvantage of this known arrangement that the heddles necessitate a considerably great overall construction height of the circular loom, in particular an extension beyond the upper running ring. A further disadvantage is, despite the great construction height, the shed is insufficiently opened by the heddles for the passage of the shuttle, so that the shuttle itself must further open a shed when passing the same. The warp threads may thereby heat up due to the resulting friction, which is particularly disadvantageous when weaving synthetic threads. Thus, the production speed and the production output cannot exceed a certain level.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention aims at avoiding these disadvantages and difficulties, and has as an object to provide an improved circular loom of the initially defined kind by which a high production output is feasible. In particular, it is an object of the present invention to provide a low profile circular loom the height of which is determined substantially by the position of the upper running ring, a sufficiently widely opened shed being formed despite this comparatively smaller height than known arrangements so that a shuttle may be guided through the shed without sliding contact with the warp threads.

This object is achieved according to the invention by the combination of the following characteristic features:

(a) The harness comprises a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer side of the rotor and catch elements engaging in the groove, the catch elements being connected with flexible bands or cords carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another;

(b) the bands or cords are deflected at least about upper deflection pulleys, the thread guiding organs coming to lie on opposite sides of the deflection pulley, and the upper deflection pulley being at the height of the upper running ring; and

(c) the distance between the upper and the lower running rings, as well as the maximum distance between the thread guiding elements or organs at the deflected flexible band or cord, are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large to prevent a contact of the warp threads with the shuttle.

By attaching the thread guiding organs to the band, for instance by providing eyes, there is no need to use heddles. The deflection pulley thus may be arranged approximately at the height of the upper running ring. Despite this comparatively low construction height, a sufficiently widely opened shed may be formed. By arranging the thread eyes directly on the bands, the bulk of machine parts moving the warp threads is substantially reduced, which is of significance to the high speed, the quiet running and the noise level of the machine.

According to a preferred embodiment, the flexible band is guided only over an upper deflection pulley and is fastened to the stationary machine frame on an end opposite the catch element by means of a tension spring. According to a further advantageous embodiment the flexible band is formed into an endless loop, running over two deflection pulleys. Suitably, a plurality of flexible bands or cords are connected with one catch element. Advantageously, the shuttle comprises a supporting body carrying running rollers which are fitted between engaging surfaces of the upper and lower running rings, and the running rings accommodate the centrifugal force and supporting forces, and the shuttle is drivable by a catch roller freely rotatably fastened to the rotor. In order to keep the warp threads in a state as tensioned as possible for a good shedding, a thread breakage and overtensioning of a warp thread being noticeable, the tensioning means for the warp threads are designed as leaf springs stationarily fastened to the machine frame on one end and carrying an eye accommodating the warp thread on the other, movable end, the movable part being movable between stops indicating and controlling a thread breakage or overtensioning.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will now be explained in more detail by way of several embodiments, and with a reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic partially sectioned side view of a circular loom in accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detail of FIG. 1 on an enlarged scale;

FIG. 3 shows an alternative embodiment in an illustration analogous to FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a section taken along the line IV—IV of FIG. 2;

FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate a flexible band including thread guiding organs, FIG. 6 being a side view taken in the direction of the arrow VI of FIG. 5;

FIGS. 7 and 8, as well as FIGS. 9 and 10, and FIGS. 11 and 12 represent alternative embodiments of flexible bands in illustrations analogous to FIGS. 5 and 6, respectively;

FIGS. 13 and 14 illustrate the guidance of a shuttle, FIG. 14 being a side view taken in the direction of the arrow XIV of FIG. 13; and

FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate an alternative embodiment of a thread guiding organ, FIG. 15 being a side view and FIG. 16 being a sectional view taken along the line XVI—XVI of FIG. 15.

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

With reference first to FIG. 1, a circular loom in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention comprises a drivable rotor 2 rotatably mounted in a machine frame 1 and arranged below a stationary reed 3. The reed is delimited by an upper and a lower running ring 4, 5, respectively, along which at least one shuttle 6 is guided by means of running rollers 7.
For the formation of a shed 8 by the warp threads 9 a harness is arranged in a circle concentric to the rotor 2, which harness comprises a wave-like groove 10 provided in the outer side of the rotor 2 and catch elements 11 engaging in the groove and designed as sliding blocks. In order to minimize the friction between the catch elements 11 and the rotor, the catch elements 11 may comprise rotatable rollers 11' inserted in the groove 10.

Each of the catch elements 11 carries a plurality of flexible bands 12 or cords, which are each guided over an upper 13 and a lower 14 deflection pulley rotatably mounted on the machine frame 1. Each catch element 11, for the purpose of an exactly vertical guidance, is guided along two guide rods 15 arranged parallel and vertical and penetrating the catch element 11, which guide rods are rigidly fastened to the machine frame 1.

To each band 12 thread guiding organs 16, for instance, are fastened at a distance from one another, the passages 17 of the eyes 16 owing to lie on opposite side edges 18, 19 of each band 12 (cf. FIG. 5) so that the threads 9 can be threaded between neighboring bands fastened to the catch element at a distance 20 from one another. This effect is reached also by using cords in connection with special eyes that are designed in two parts and clippable to the cords (FIGS. 15, 16), by a slanted position of at least one deflection pulley 13, 14. By providing the eyes 16 on the bands, the need for rigid heddles is obviated, thus enabling a low construction height and a compact mode of construction. The distance of the eyes is chosen so large that with a maximally opened shed 8, as is illustrated in FIG. 2, the upper thread 9 contacts the upper running ring 4 and the lower thread 9 contacts the lower running ring 5. Thereby it is possible to move the shuttle 6 through the shed 8 without getting into contact with the warp threads 9.

The shuttle 6 comprises a supporting body 21 carrying the weft thread bobbin 22. The running rollers 7 are guided on the upper and lower running rings 4, 5 of the reed 3, each having a semicircular arc section. The counter sections of the running rollers are adapted to the semicircular arc sections of the running rings 4, 5 and are designed approximately quarter-circular-arc-shaped, extending beyond the vertex of the running ring section so that the running rollers 7 transmit both the centrifugal force and also supporting forces to the running rings, an outward tilting of the shuttle 6 in the idle state thus being prevented.

The drive of the shuttle 6 is effected by means of a catch roller 23 fastened to the rotor 2 in a freely rotatable manner, which contacts one of the running rollers 7 of the shuttle during rotation of the rotor.

FIG. 13 illustrates the passage of the shuttle 6 through the shed 8. It can be seen that the warp threads 9 are merely overrolled without any sliding movement, the friction between the warp threads 9 and the shuttle 6 as well as the warp threads 9 and the catch roller 23 thus being reduced to a minimum.

In FIGS. 7 and 8 a modified embodiment of the bands connected with a catch element 11 is shown. With this embodiment a cord 25 whose width corresponds to the width 24 of a catch element 11 is fastened to the catch element 11, which comprises slots 26 in the region of the shed 8 in order to enable the passage of the warp threads 9.

According to the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 3, 9 and 10, the cords 12 fastened to a catch element 11 are not designed to be endless, but each band 12' is fastened to the machine frame 1, on its end 27 remote from the end connected with the catch element 11, by means of a spring 28. When moving the catch element 11 up and down, the bands 12' are held under tension by the springs 28.

The further embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 11 and 12 also shows a band 25', whose width corresponds to the width 24 of the catch element 11 and which is provided with slots 26 in the region where the eyes 16 are located, through which slots the warp threads 9 can pass. The end 29 of the band opposite the catch element again is designed in one part and fastened to the machine frame 1 by a single spring 30. For a better guidance of the non-endless bands 12' and 25' supporting rollers 31 are rotatably mounted on the machine frame 1 at a height slightly below the lower running ring 5.

The bands 12, 12', 25, 25' may be designed as flat belts, round belts, toothed belts, cords, etc.

The warp threads 9 are tensioned by tensioning means 32, which are designed as leaf springs, to form an optimum shed 8. These leaf springs on one end are fastened to a ring 33 fixedly mounted on the machine frame 1 and on their other end are provided with an eye 34, through which the warp threads 9 are guided. By fore- and backsprings of the leaf springs, the warp threads always remain in an optimally tensioned state. If a warp thread 9 tears, the leaf spring 32 tensioning this thread 9 springs outwardly until it contacts a fixed stop 35, which is designed as a ring concentric to the rotor 2. Thereby a contact is triggered, indicating the tearing of the thread. If the thread tension becomes too strong, the leaf spring 32 springs inwardly until it contacts a stop 36 provided between the leaf spring 32 and the reed 3 and also designed as a ring concentric to the rotor 2, also triggering an indicator.

What we claim is:

1. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning means provided for said warp threads, the improvement comprising a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said groove, flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a lower deflection pulley for deflecting said endless loops, said upper deflection pulley being located at the height of said upper running ring, said thread guiding organs lying on opposite sides of said upper deflection pulley and wherein the distance between said upper and said lower running rings as well as the maximum distance between said thread guiding organs on said deflected flexible means are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large so as to prevent a contact of said warp threads with said shuttle.

2. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, wherein said flexible means is comprised of a flexible band.

3. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, wherein said flexible means is comprised of a flexible cord.

4. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, wherein a plurality of flexible means are connected with one catch element.

5. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, further comprising a supporting body provided on said shuttle.
and carrying running rollers, said running rollers being fitted in between engaging surfaces of said upper and lower running rings, said upper and lower running rings accommodating the centrifugal force and supporting forces, and a catch roller fastened to said rotor in a freely rotatable manner for driving said shuttle.

6. A circular loom as set forth in claim 5, wherein each of said running rings has an approximately semicircular-arc-shaped section and each of said running rollers of said shuttle has an approximately quarter-circular-arc-shaped counter section corresponding to said semicircular-arc-shaped section, said counter section extending beyond the vertex of said semicircular-arc-shaped section of said running rings.

7. A circular loom as set forth in claim 1, further comprising stops for indicating and controlling a warp thread breakage or a warp thread overtensioning, and wherein said tensioning means for said warp thread is designed as a leaf spring having an end stationarily fastened to said machine frame and a movable end, the movable portion of said leaf spring being movable between said stops, an eye being provided on said movable end for accommodating said warp thread.

8. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning means provided for said warp threads, the improvement comprising a wave-like extending groove provided in the outer side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said groove, flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a lower deflection pulley for deflecting said endless loops, said upper deflection pulley being located at the height of said upper running ring, said thread guiding organs lying on opposite sides of said upper deflection pulley.

9. In a circular loom of the type including a machine frame having an upper running ring and a lower running ring, a reed and at least one shuttle arranged therebetween, a rotor driving said shuttle, a harness arranged in a concentric circle about said rotor and adapted for shedding warp threads, and tensioning means provided for said warp threads, the improvement comprising catch element guiding means provided on the outer side of said rotor, catch elements engaging in said catch element guiding means, flexible means comprising endless loops connected with said catch elements and carrying thread guiding organs arranged at a distance from one another, an upper deflection pulley and a lower deflection pulley for deflecting said flexible means, said thread guiding organs lying on opposite sides of said upper deflection pulley, and wherein the distance between said upper and said lower running rings as well as the maximum distance between said thread guiding organs on said deflected flexible means are dimensioned such that the shedding angle is sufficiently large so as to prevent a contact of said warp threads with said shuttle.